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 go	Quarrying
fourteenth century they seem to have fetched from
6s. to 85. the thousand.1 Other similar quarries of more
than local fame were situated round Horsham in Sussex,"
and Horsham slates continued in demand from early
days until the diminished solidity of house construction
made a less weighty, and incidentally less picturesque,
material requisite for roofing.
The work of quarrying stone counted as unskilled
labour, and the rate of pay of quarriers is almost
always that of the ordinary labourer. At Martinstow
in 1296, mcin 'breaking stone in the quarry' received
i^d. to zd. a day, and women, always the cheapest form
of labour, id. a day for carrying the stones from the
quarry.3 The Windsor accounts for 1368 show quurriers
at Bisham (Bustesham) receiving $%d. a day, and one,
no doubt the foreman, 4^., while 65,000 blocks of stone
were cut at Collingley (in Surrey) at 105. the thousand,
and 3,500 at Stoneden at 2os.4 Those employed upon
shaping the rough blocks were naturally paid at a higher
rate, and in 1333, while the quarriers at Tadcastcr were
paid is. 4-d. a week, the masons employed there in making
stone balls earned 25. 6d.} and their foremen 3^. a week/-*
Often, however, the payment was by piece work, and
in the case of the stone wrought at Boughton Monchclsca
in 1366 for Rochester Castle, we have a list of the rates
of payment: c rough ashlar' worked at iqs. the hundred,
' parpainassheler *—for through-stones—cut to pattern
1 V. C. H. Oxon., ii. 267 ;   V. C. H. Norlhants., ii. 296.
3 V.C.H. Sussex, ii. 230. William Brooker, ' sclatter/ of
Horsham, was employed on the roofing of the hall of the Drapers*
Gild in 1425.—A. H. Johnson, Hist, of Company of Drapers, p. 304.
3	Exch. K. R. Accts., 476, no. 5.
4	Ibid., 494, no. 4.	5 Pipe R., 7 Edw. 111.

